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If you have found our content useful or interesting please take a moment to visit our sponsors
sites. Thank you. They do rust at the back end if used on winter roads. Two main points of
concern are the mount for the rear passenger grab rail which should be solid when grabbed and
rocked back and forth. It bolts to a metal section at the top of the rear mudguard and collects
the muck thrown up by the back wheel. Secondly the main cross member of the swinging arm
which again was not very well painted from the factory and is in the line of winter road debris.
Rear passenger grab rail mount. This one is from a well looked after machine but still looks like
its been plated at some point. This was the one on my first VT. Good replacements are rare!
Swingarm gets very rusty in the centre. This one is like swiss cheese after it was blasted. That
covers the two main areas of concern at the back end although I have seen extreme cases
where the frame itself was perforated. Generally, if its that bad leave well alone. There will be
better examples. At the front, fork leg chrome is the main issue. Too much pitting and you will
need a replacement or re- chroming. Difficult to find good ones and expensive to rechrome. The
tank is also another issue. Both of mine have had rusty seams that weep petrol. Easy enough to
sort out with a tank sealant but a bit of a pain. Modern cheaper fuels contain ethanol which will
absorb water which then separates at the bottom allowing seams to rust. Rattles could be a sign
of this issue. I have added a piece about this on the resources page but if left unchecked swarf
from the block can contaminate oil and play havoc with the plain big end bearings. All in all
though a properly sorted and maintained VT engine can be good for K miles and we frequently
see them come on the market with this sort of mileage. Problems can become apparent when
the coils gets hot and start to break down causing problems when restarting with a hot engine.
If you cant find OEM coils the Dynatek DC4- 1 is a replacement but will need modified mounting
Google the subject for other peoples experience. Follow HondaVT Honda VT E Speedo Clocks
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was not what I had hoped it would be. The seat was ok, but not exactly a dream comfort-wise.
The wide bars made the bike have a ponderous, slow handling feel. I even had the local Honda
shop give the thing a once-over to see if anything was out of spec, but they found nothing
wrong. After only three years in my inventory, I finally traded it in on a Triumph Bonneville
America. Fast forward to and the showroom of one of my favorite bike shops in the far north,
Backstreet Cycle and Machine in Ironwood, Mich. A case of back to the future? Otherwise, the
bike was pretty much original and had about 28, reportedly original miles. The only thing I really
needed to add was a handlebar-mounted Slipstreamer Spitfire windscreen. In my humble
opinion, having been an owner of both models, I think Honda should have used the offset
crankpin concept on the VT I actually looked at the VT more than once before finally making a
serious inquiry about it. Shop owner, master bike builder and an all-around good guy, Bill
Penrose told me the bike was a consignment, and there was some flexibility on the asking price.
I looked it over in earnest when he said that. Bill worked with me on a deal that included his
shop going through it bringing all the routine maintenance stuff up to date. Bill and his guys
came through for me and had the bike ready to roll when we made a trip north in May of and the
thing has been cruising trouble-free ever since. In stock trim, it weighed in at a claimed pounds.
The VT produced a claimed If those numbers are anywhere near true, it explains, at least in part,
why my VT feels a lot more energetic than the later VT The Shadow ACE was much bigger, but
not necessarily brawnier. As a styling exercise, the VT has flowing lines and a comfortable
layout for upright riding position. The VT engine is an OHC, three-valves per cylinder,
liquid-cooled four-stroke, with twin spark plugs per cylinder, dual exhausts and shaft drive in
common with the VT, but it boasts a six-speed vs the five-speed on the VT The VT has a deep,
comfy, stepped one-piece saddle with included backrest. The VT saddle was a two-piece affair
that was broad for the driver, but not so much for the pillion and each was a little too hard for
all-day comfort. The VT had traditional spoked rims, while the VT came with ten-spoke cast
rims. The VT came with tach and speedometer; the VT only had a speedometer. It may seem
counter-intuitive, but the lightweight, midships footpeg placement, deep seat and narrower,
moderate rise buckhorn bars actually give a better ride, quicker, more nimble handling and the
ability to change position once in a whileâ€”even standing on the pegs when
necessaryâ€”making it a better all-day rider than the VTC2. At least based on my years riding
each. As a result, its design criteria were more about the Interstate and open road sweepers
than sprinting through the twisties. Having said that, the VT compares surprisingly well with the
cc shovelhead Sportster of about the same age in a lot of ways with similar horsepower output,

seating position, ride and handlingâ€”all with less vibration. It starts reliably and runs smoothly
with the original equipment mufflers still in place and doing the job as quietly as new. The
cable-activated clutch is light and the single-disc twin-piston brake up front is progressive and
predictable. The rear rod-activated mechanical drum brake is old-school but works well, though
like the similar unit on the VF, it is prone to locking up in a hard stop situation. These days, a cc
bike tends not to be regarded as a long-range road bike, but with a set of bags, a windshield,
liquid-cooling, shaft drive, comfy seating and very low vibes, this 35 year-old VT has proven
able to take me all over the see the sights. After 35 years, the VTC Shadow that I have ridden
now for nearly three years has lived up to the reputation Honda has established for innovative
design, durability and reliability. All these years later, the Shadow is still smooth, quiet,
competent and, at least in my opinion, more of what I had in mind than a much later and bigger
V-twin turned out to be. For a look back at a couple of other Hondas that made it to 35 years and
are still on the road, see:. Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your password? Password
recovery. Recover your password. Monday, February 22, Get help. Ultimate Motorcycling. March
4, Gary Ilminen. Related Posts. Harley-Davidson officially unveiled Monday its all-new adventure
touring motorcycles, the Pan America and Pan America Special. The Motor Company released
all the Read more. Motorcycle History. Gary Ilminen - February 22, 0. After getting up to a fifth
edition, Tourmaster has started over with the new Transition jacket. Lacking a
numberâ€”though there is a V6 on While a bit Patterns emerge, and then Gary Ilminen February 17, 0. It would Released to an eager press in , the Honda Ascot VT rolled into
showrooms alongside a plethora of different motorcycles from the Japanese manufacturer. In
an era bristling with new technology, it was an exciting time to be in the motorcycle business.
Surviving only two model production years, and , it was not a big seller and soon disappeared
into obscurity like so many smaller capacity motorcycles introduced by Japanese
manufacturers over the years. I remember first riding one in the s, and while it was no
powerhouse, I still have vivid memories of a tight handling, urgent machine with seamless
power and acceleration. Using solid-state ignition, an automatic cam chain adjuster and
hydraulic valve adjusters, the Honda Ascot VT was xtremely sophisticated for its size.
Water-cooled but with faux finning on the cylinders to give it an air-cooled look, this style detail
was probably more important on the Shadow range of cruisers that used essentially the same
engine. Delivering its power to the rear wheel through a 6-speed transmission, the Honda Ascot
further lived up to its nearly maintenance-free title by using shaft drive. A pair of skinny inch
wheels a 4. Considering that mono shock suspension was all the rage, Honda missed the boat a
little here. Tipping the scales at almost pounds full of gas, the VT was a reasonably light
machine. Flat bars, a neutral riding position and a small, easy-to-read instrument cluster were
all typical Honda. A single-leading-shoe drum took care of the rear. With a small 2. It was
capable of topping mph if needed and could make it down the drag strip in less than 14
seconds, making it an excellent general-purpose machine. Best available figures show fewer
than 10, VTs sold in the U. The Ascot is quick and sure and rewarding. I spent quite a bit of time
on a VT some years ago. It was a great commuter bike that drew lots of curiosity. Over the
couple of years I spent on the bike, I did not spend a dime on it. It was not the quickest bike out
there, nor the prettiest, or most charismatic, but it was trouble free - and there is something to
be said about that. Great Bike! Motorcycle Classics is America's premier magazine for
collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers, newcomers and life long motorheads who
love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today! Photo by Neale Bayly.
Continue Reading. Quick work Tipping the scales at almost pounds full of gas, the VT was a
reasonably light machine. Share your thoughts. Related Content. Ariel Red Hunter Print. Add to
cart. Chief Print. Classic Honda Motorcycles. Triumph TR Print. The MV Agusta Museum. Red
Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha XS The sound and the fury: celebrate the machines that
changed the world! Join Today! Make Honda. Model Shadow. Foe Sale: A Honda Shadow, this
bike is the perfect starter bike, it has some small blemished. If you are looking for an affordable
starter bike with little to no maintenance needed, this the bike for you. This is a great bike,
however I've out grown it and I'm buying something bigger. Idles well but needs carburetors
cleaned from sitting with ethanol gas. Gas tank is clean and rust free. Some paint and trim
blemishes which I tried to show in the pics. Owned since with clear NC title. Since this item is
pick-up only, I won't go into fine detail about the condition. You will see the detail upon
personal inspection. I bought this at the beginning of the season because I got an itch to ride
again after 30 years. I totally loved it so I upgraded almost immediately. It runs like a top. I have
done nothing but put gas in it and I have ridden it every sunny day we have had since I bought
it. Definitely a daily rider. The tires are fair and should be fine for the rest of the season. I would
buy new tires next year. Tires on a MC are too important to wait until the last minute. Everything
else is awesome. I am absolutely no mechanic which is why I buy Honda but as far as I can tell,

this bike is ship shape. Pickup only but I can probably meet you in between. If you come to pick
up the bike and you see anything that makes you change your mind, I will give a full refund. The
deal is final upon YOUR inspection and approval of the bike. I feel that's only fair. Thank you.
This vehicle has been inspected by our Service Department before being offered for sale. This is
a new vehicle and will be sold with full factory warranty. If you have any questions, contact Rick
at Please ask all questions prior to bidding. This vehicle is sold as-is. Feel free to contact us to
view this vehicle! Please have all financing in place before bidding. By bidding on this item you
are entering into a legal and binding contract. All non-paying bidders will be subject to legal
prosecution to the fullest extent of the law. All winning bidders are required to contact us by
phone within 24 hours after auction ending at to confirm sale, if not the motorcycle may be sold
to someone else or relisted. All funds must clear our bank before title or vehicle can be shipped
or picked up. World of Powersports Inc. Some used vehicles may have a Remaining-Factory
Warranty, please contact us for the warranty details specific to this vehicle. Extended Service
Contract may be available for specific models, contact dealer for details before purchase. Our
motorcycle dealership is owned by two brothers that started their first business while still in
high school, both have a great enthusiasm for the sport. Both still ride and enjoy weekends on
their ATVs and personal watercraft. It is the owners belief that the business of Powersports
should be fun for everyone - employees and customers alike. Our mission statement is:
"Building lasting relationships with our partners and employees while serving the recreational
and travel community. Our core values shall be based on Honesty, Integrity and Service to the
Community. We reserve the right to end an auction early. All cars are immediately ready for
delivery upon sale. Please call to make arrangements for payment. All sales transactions must
be completed within 7 calendar days of auction close. Terms 1. Placing a Bid: Your bid
constitutes a legally binding contract to purchase this vehicle. Please do not bid if youre not
seriously interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBays User
Agreement 2. World of Powersports reserves the right to, 1. Obtain and verify the registered
information of all users who bid on this auction. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or
end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid.
You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last hour period of the auction. Deposits on
vehicles not purchased are applied towards the costs of paperwork and title handling, vehicle
relist fees, and lost productivity. If shipping via interstate carrier: Out of state buyers are not
charged tax, title, or license but are responsible for the documentation fee. The customer is
responsible for registering the vehicle in their home state. You will receive day in-transit tags. If
picking up vehicle in store: All applicable fees and taxes will be applied to vehicle purchase.
Buyers Inspection: World of Powersports has done our best to disclose all information known
about this vehicle for auction. Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is
being sold "as is". Manufacturers warranties may still apply. No representations or warranties
are made by seller, nor are any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making
bids. Taxes and Registration fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city
taxes and fees, as well as title service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All
taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. We make
every effort to present information that is accurate. We are not liable for any inaccuracies,
claims or losses of any nature. Inventory is subject to prior sale and prices are subject to
change without notice and cannot be combined with any other offer s. Title Information:
Vehicles titles may be held by banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a
delay in receiving the original instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off.
While we usually have all titles in our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may
be waiting for them to arrive. If payment is made by cashiers or personal checks we will hold all
titles for 10 days or until funds have cleared. All shipping charges are buyers responsibility.
World of Powersports will help with shipping arrangements but will not be responsible in any
way for claims arising from shipping damage! We assume no responsibility for damages
incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements are provided by
World of Powersports as a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any claims or other
communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the shipper, not with
World of Powersports. The amount of time it takes for delivery is dependent on the carrier, but
is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is delivered to
your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of Arrival to be sure. Finalizing
your Purchase: 0. World of Powersports will contact the successful high bidder by e-mail after
the auction closes. Successful high bidder MUST call Rick at within 24 hours of the auction
ending to make arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm your intention
to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to re-list this vehicle or
sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 7 days of bid closing, Buyer must send balance of funds

by bank wire transfer, cash in person, bank certified funds to Seller. Furthermore, before said
vehicle is released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and title related paperwork must
be signed and returned complete to Seller. All applicable taxes and fees will be applied to all
transactions. Call or text "" to for more information. Beautiful shadow. New tires. New battery.
Fresh oil change. State insp good thru Nov.. No oil consumption. Always garaged, well-loved
and cared for. Nothing to fix. Has a small removable windshield. Clear Title. Buy and drive home
today no matter how far away! This is a First Class example of the Honda Shadow series.
Serious buyers only. Amazing Honda Shadow vtc -Rare find. You won't see another this clean
with this few miles. This bike is nearly new. Garage kept nearly it's whole life. In excellent
condition, everything working perfectly with the exception of the rear left turn signal. The turn
signal is there but not working. Starts up first time, every time. Runs and rides extremely well.
Shifts like a dream! Super clean, shaft drive eliminates all the chain lube mess. This bike is an
absolute joy to ride. I am only selling because I upgraded to a bigger bike and can't afford to
keep them both. Nicest you will find. Never laid down. Never wrecked. Stock Good tires, Good
battery, Seat is perfect. Beautiful bike in amazing condition. Price is firm. Have clean title in
hand. Serious buyers, Email works but texting is quicker. Cash ONLY. No Trades. No returns or
refunds. All sales final. Local Pickup Only. I don't need any help selling anything. This vintage
Honda Shadow VTC with 12K miles is in "very good condition" garage kept and covered, having
all its original components in working order mechanically and electrically. Frame and Engine
matching 's This is a four cylinder, twin carb, and drive shaft powertrain. All the lights and
instrumentation in working order. Paint is an original Honda black gas tank that is clean and
dent free with only a very few minor scuff marks after 31 years! Have the original 2 factory keys,
owners manual handbook, and factory tool kit. The locks are all matched and in working order.
Battery is 1 year old AGM type. The engine valves and carbs were adjusted by Honda tech
mechanic. Waterless Evans upgrade made to cooling system. The turn signals have been
changed to smaller LED type but I do have the original factory turn signals included. I have
some additional spare Honda parts that I collected over time that will be included as part of the
deal. May be able to help with local shipping. This is a nice smooth vintage cruiser that will
appreciate over the years being properly cared for. Email and Phone call only Model VTXT.
While every member of the VTX family boasts the sort of comfort that makes riding a breeze, the
VTXT is the ultimate combination of performance cruising and retro styling - boasting a touring
windscreen, cozy passenger backrest, leather saddlebags, and that powerful 1, cubic centimeter
liquid-cooled V-twin to get you where you want to go. Add three new colors, Tourer badging,
and start thinking of the longest way to get from Points A to B. Model PCX The Honda PCX is
one of the most versatile, practical and sensible scooters on the planet, and a blast to ride!. The
PCX has a new look for , offers great fuel efficiency with plenty of room to carry a passenger. A
bigger fuel tank this year adds even more range, while dual headlights and sharp new bodywork
change up the look. Integrated storage for those trips to the market? Of course. Automatic
transmission? Model Valkyrie Interstate. Model Shadow VT Like new. Runs perfect. Garaged
and covered. Black and chrome. It is a 6 speed shaft drive. Comes with the windshield and
saddle bags. Clear Ohio title in hand. Thousand Oaks, CA. Lawrenceville, GA. Rocky Ford, CO.
Eaton, NH. Lebanon, OH. Brooksville, FL. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda Vt Shadow. Year Make Honda Model Shadow. Category Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. There
are a lot of ways to look at a motorcycle's performance, and in the rush to record elapsed time,
top speed, mileage, braking distance, comfort, whatever, it's easy to overlook Fun. Team Honda
races at Ascot and has won there. But they don't do either there with the Ascot VT Despite what
the innocent may think they've seen on TV, the VT is not a racer, nor is it related to the racers.
Two, there's the Ascot VT, as seen here, and the Ascot FT, the same styling but with the
XLde-rived air-cooled, chain drive Single, that is, two different bikes with a name in common.
There will not be a quiz, but for the sake of brevity, in this text references to the Ascot will mean
the VT version, ditto for the V-Twin, unless otherwise noted. Luckily for us all, the styling
department has done a more tidy job with this bike. With its small gas tank, flat seat, integrated
side panels and sleek tail section, the Ascot looks like a track bike, in the blazing red shown
here or is it related to the racers. The engine is as successful and as interesting. The VT is off
the same drawing board as the VT, although there are no shared parts. Honda and Yamaha are
busily reinventing the V-Twin and both are looking for ways to get good balance and traditional
compactness. Honda's cure for imbalance is development of another idea, the offset crankpin.
The fore-and-aft Honda Vees have a throw pin for each cylinder, spaced according to a formula
that makes the connecting rods and pistons think they're spaced more widely than the cylinders

are. They're also spaced side by side and that introduces another source of vibration, the
rocking couple, but as we'll see Honda's solution is workable if not perfect. The crankshaft itself
is a one-piece forging, with plain bearings and two-piece connecting rods. There's more
innovative engineering in the cylinder heads. To start with, the Ascot has three valves, two
intake and one exhaust, packed into a heart-shaped combustion chamber. The shape would
push a single spark plug off center, so to speak, so there are two plugs per cylinder. Lighting
the fire two places at once shortens flame travel and that means the engine will tolerate a high
compression ratio with so-so fuel and moderate spark advance. We sort of hoped for a Twin
version of the radial four-valve heads on the new Honda Singles, but the factory reps say the
two engine families are done by separate design teams. But, as with the offset crankpins, the
three-valve, two-plug head gives good results. The heads are low, rather than no, maintenance:
the single overhead cam works the valves via rocker arms and clearance is adjusted with screw
tappets. The timing chains tension automatically. Top gear in the six-speed box is 0. Final drive
is shaft, with the usual bevel gears. The Ascot's two 32mm Keihin CV carbs are linked to a
single push-pull throttle drum and are fed by a horn-shaped chamber which fits between the
frame backbone tubes and connects the carbs to an under-seat airbox and filter. The exhaust
pipes both exit on the right side of the engine and meet in an expansion box under the swing
arm pivot, in front of the rear wheel. Exhaust gasses exit through a single, large muffler. The
exhaust is finished in black chrome. The frame is round steel tubing with dual front downtubes
and twin backbone tubes. The steel swing arm runs in tapered roller bearings and is rectangular
box-section on the right and round on the left, since the left side encloses the driveshaft. There
are two rear shock absorbers with adjustable preload. The leading axle forks have 37mm
stanchion tubes and individual air caps. There's a forged aluminum brace bolted between the
two sliders, and the lower triple clamp is steel. The upper triple clamp is forged aluminum, and
the steering stem rides in ball bearings. The tall, narrow radiator mounts between the frame
downtubes and a compact electric fan sits behind it. A section of the right downtube unbolts to
ease engine removal and installation, but doesn't carry coolant as similar tubes do in some
Hondas. Instead, metal tubes and rubber hoses link the cylinders with the water pump and
radiator. The headlight is rectangular, and a plastic cover just below the headlight hides the
single horn. The handlebars are short, with little pullback. The instruments are housed in a
square-edged panel. There's a mechanical mph speedometer with odometer and re-settable trip
meter, a mechanical 10,rpm tachometer redline is rpm , a coolant temperature gauge, warning
lights for oil pressure and taillight failure, and indicator lights for turn signals, neutral, high
beam and OD. The ignition switch and fork lock is mounted with the instruments, while the
choke control lever is built into the left handlebar control pod. Honda's pressed-together
combination of a cast aluminum hub and spokes and a hollow, extruded aluminum rim. The
front wheel is 2. The single front disc brake has a twin-piston caliper. The rear brake is a
mechanical drum. The Ascot is in the hunt, especially if factors like retail price and ease of
service are added to the equation. There's more to the Ascot than numbers and some of what
goes beyond numbers appears contradictory. True, vibration is relative. Ride the Ascot after
time on a Nighthawk and the Twin feels like the washing machine sounds when one leg falls off
and the washer starts running around the garage. Back in class, the Ascot is normal for its type
and size. Ever since the invention of the internal combustion engine there have been certain
laws and limits, as in one cylinder is more difficult to balance than two, two are more difficult
than four, etc. Cylinders have been put in different places; side by side, in a variety of Vees,
opposed to each other. There have been counterweights, rubber mounts, opposing crank pins,
shared pins and now offset pins. All of which has come to prove that what matters most are the
size of the pistons and the state of engine tune. The VT doesn't shake things off, it doesn't blur
the mirrors. We rather like the sensation. Lets you know it's an engine. Good vibes, as they
used to say. At the same time, despite no scientific measurement, we suspect that the Yamaha's
low-stress Virago and counterbalanced Vision vibrate a bit less. Because Honda offers all those
other models and Singles, and Twins, Twins with automatic transmissions and Twins with
turbochargers, right down to the Shadow VTC, the same internals in a different body, Honda
gets to make the Ascot VT a definitely single purpose machine. That purpose is sport. The seat
is firm and sloped to keep the rider snug against the tank. The bars are narrow and low. The
pegs are high. There is only only riding position, borderline cramped, adding an immediacy and
slightly frantic quality to the rider's position, the same sort of no-frills quick-response seat and
controls relationship found on a racebike. There isn't a lot of mass before the rider's eyes.
Maybe it's a case of out of sight, out of mind, but convincing an Ascot rider of the hard facts is
difficult unless that rider mans the tape measure and scale himself. The Ascot isn't the most
comfortable motorcycle in the highway, mainly because of the seating position. The suspension
plays a role here, too, being tailored for sporting use and also being non-adjustable except for

shock preload and fork air pressure within the range of 0 to 6. The forks work well enough, but
the shocks are not as compliant as we'd like over small bumps in the road surface, and that's a
compromise forced upon a sporting bike without adjustable suspension. Oh, yes. We nearly
forgot to mention the shaft drive. We nearly forgot because it's not noticed. The Ascot doesn't
leap up under power or crouch when the throttle is rolled back. The engineers have used the
correct swing arm length and swing arm pivot position and tuned the suspension damping to
achieve what the others have said couldn't be done. Okay, the Ascot doesn't have great fistfuls
of power and that helps not create driveshaft symptoms, but even so, the only time the Ascot's
drive-shaft comes to mind is when the chain doesn't need lube. Cornering clearance is excellent
and the rider has to work to drag the early-warning footpeg "feelers," which extend downward
from the ends of the high, folding footpegs. The bike is stable in a straight line and in all sorts of
corners. About the most distressing thing it ever does is hop the rear wheel slightly if the
throttle is chopped going into a sharp corner. Out on country roads the Ascot is at home, the
rider busy running up and down the gears and setting up for this corner or that. It will pull at low
rpm and plonk through city traffic, but the Ascot is happiest reaching for the red-line, making
good power over rpm and best power be-. The Ascot reached in the half mile and is geared for
at redline in 5th gear, which is the gear used for the top speed runs. Sixth, which Honda calls
overdrive, would be good for at redline if the engine had the power to pull it, which it doesn't.
The advantage of that tall top gear is that the engine spins slower at cruising speeds, as in rpm
at 60 in top. Just as the Ascot feels lighter than it is, so does it feel more powerful than it is. This
isn't a complaint, because the bike is certainly fast. Instead, it's surprising when cruising at
speed to arrive at a grade or meet a headwind, reach down for more throttle and discover there
isn't as much left as you thought: oh yeah, it's only a There are some genuine complaints. The
key switch is recessed below the instrument panel and it's awkWard to reach with gloved
hands. The tank is smaller than it looks because of the wide tunnel needed for the hose from
carbs to air box. Some of the crew didn't like the bend of the bars although because they're
conventional style they can be swapped. The slick rear side panels shield the frame tubes so
there's no place to attach luggage. The grab handles recessed into the panels have
wiring diagram outlet switch light
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tiny studs for bungee hooks, but that's not enough. Passenger accommodations are
impossible. The muffler is high so the passenger pegs are higher still. The rear portion of the
seat is thin and short. It's legal but barely possible for a human being to perch there. And now,
the intangibles. The Ascot VT isn't the bike raced at Ascot. Honda's offset crankpins don't
undermine the laws of physics. The suspension is stiff and the riding position cramped. But the
handling is crisp, the controls delightful and the engine responsive beyond its numbers. The
Ascot is quick and sure and rewarding. The hype and compromises somehow fade away. Home
Manufacturer Contact. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Liquid cooled. Compression Ratio. Max
Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Front Suspension. Air assisted telescopic forks. Rear
Suspension. Pivoted fork dual adjustable shocks. Front Brakes. Single disc 2 piston calipers.
Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Top Speed.

